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Real World Evidence (RWE) - background

21st Century Cures Act directs FDA to:

• evaluate the potential use of RWE for the following:

– a) support approval of a new indication for a licensed drug or biologic

– b) to support or satisfy post-approval study requirements

Real-World Evidence (RWE) is the clinical evidence about the usage and potential 
benefits or risks of a medical product derived from analysis of RWD.

Real-World Data (RWD) are data relating to patient health status and/or the delivery 
of health care routinely collected from a variety of sources*. 

*Examples of RWD:  electronic health records (EHRs); medical claims and billing data; data from product and disease 
registries; patient-generated data, including from in-home-use settings; and data gathered from other sources that can 
inform on health status, such as mobile devices.
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FDA’s Framework for RWE

“FDA has a long history of using RWE 

to monitor and evaluate the safety of 

drug products after they are approved 

(postmarket).” 

“However, the use of RWE to support 

effectiveness determinations is much 

more limited.” 

Safety Effectiveness

https://www.fda.gov/media/120060/download

https://www.fda.gov/media/120060/download
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Evidentiary criteria for effectiveness

• “substantial evidence” – generally interpreted as calling 
for two adequate and well-controlled trials, each 
convincing on its own
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Reasons to consider observational RWE studies to support 
effectiveness of preventive vaccines

• Emerging infectious diseases (EID)

– Traditional randomized controlled trials often difficult due to unpredictable 
epidemiology or declining rates of disease (e.g., zika virus)

– EID vaccines may be licensed via Accelerated Approval, which would result in 
requirements to confirm clinical benefit postlicensure

• Randomized, controlled clinical studies may be unethical/infeasible
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RWE to support effectiveness of preventive vaccines:  critical 
components

In the context of new indications, new claims of effectiveness, or post-licensure 
requirements to confirm clinical benefit using RWE, the following are critical: 

– signed and dated study protocols with pre-specified endpoints (to mitigate “data-
mining”)

– description of study procedures and study conduct, sufficient in detail to enable 
reproduction of the study findings

– protocol amendments and information about protocol deviations

– statistical analysis plan developed prior to conducting the analyses

– description of methods to reduce and evaluate potential bias

– full clinical study reports

– product-specific data

– statistical program codes used to generate the main analysis
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RWE to support effectiveness of preventive vaccines:  
considerations for regulatory decision-making

Characteristics that increase confidence for regulatory decision-making:
– size of the treatment effect, i.e., observed high effectiveness as opposed to marginal 

effectiveness 
– findings on endpoints also evaluated in RCTs, consistent with the RCT results; and/or 

other indicators of external validity
– replication of findings, e.g., availability of more than one independent study showing 

similar results 
– methodological rigor in the design, conduct, and analysis of the study, including 

measures to reduce/evaluate potential bias; reliable and robust data sources (e.g., 
EHR, claims databases) that are fit for purpose

– FDA pre-study agreement on endpoints and analysis methods
– registration of the study, protocol, analysis and results on a publicly available website 

(to mitigate the effect of publication bias)
– availability of original ‘locked’ dataset(s) to enable FDA analyses and verification 
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When to consult with FDA

• If the study objective is to produce product-specific absolute vaccine effectiveness data for 
regulatory purposes, and/or the investigators/manufacturer express intention to label the 
study.

– Sponsors should meet FDA as early as possible in the planning process

– FDA will provide feedback on elements that need to be revised/improved to increase the 
likelihood that the study will meet our standards for labeling.

• If the study has no labeling/licensing implications*: 

– If asked, FDA can still offer scientific/clinical advice to improve the studies (e.g. 
comparative effectiveness, studies demonstrating an effect like cocooning, herd 
immunity, ecological studies linking introduction of vaccines with epidemiologic trends, 
etc.

•*This happens if the audience is primarily recommending bodies (e.g., American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP)), health systems deciding how to 
allocate resources, Health insurance companies, or National Immunization Technical Advisory Groups (NITAG) like the ACIP, etc (in such a case 
FDA is ultimately agnostic about study design, data sources, endpoints, etc).
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Examples
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Innovative approaches for using RWE in randomized 

trials

• Clinical practice data in randomized trials

– Fluzone High Dose (HD) study in Finland*

• 68,000 subjects individually randomized to Fluzone HD or standard 

dose influenza vaccine

• all outcomes derived from electronic health records (EHR) in Finnish 

health care system

• RWD in Decentralized Clinical Trials (DCT)

– Janssen case study:  DCT design opportunities in COVID vaccine 

development

Reference: *ClinicalTrials.gov database #:  NCT04137887
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Observational approaches – study examples

• Zostavax long term effectiveness

– BLA supplement approved in 2018 – study described in Section 14 of the package 
insert

• Fluzone High Dose relative effectiveness in the VA system*

– Highlights one example of innovative approaches to controlling for bias and 
confounding in observational studies

References: *Young-Xu Y et al.  Vaccine. 2019 Mar 7;37(11):1484-1490. doi: 10.1016/j.
vaccine.2019.01.063. Epub 2019 Feb 8. PMID: 30745146 



Our initial (2012-13 season) HD vs SD influenza comparative effectiveness  results were 
published in Lancet Infect Dis, accompanied by a very positive editorial)



Vaccine 33 (2015) 4565-4571 

The Sanofi-sponsored randomized trial 
confirmed our findings. Referring to the 

comparison with  our study, their paper said:

“These data derived from a randomized, 
controlled trial greatly reaffirm the results of a 

recently published large retrospective 
cohort study that reported similar 

estimates of vaccine effectiveness.17 “ 



Our two-season study (effectiveness against mortality), published 
in JID, accompanied also by an editorial, used the same methods 
as the lancet paper, finding results similar to those from a cluster 

randomized study (Gravenstein et al, Lancet 2017)

Cited in the CDC ACIP recommendations for influenza vaccination, 
also used by the Canadian advisory committee for 

recommendation for individual level preference for HD 
vaccination 
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First RWE study to: (a) investigate RVE  of cell-cultured vs. egg-based vaccines, 
and (b) compare the RVE of all main vaccines in a season: Positive CDC editorial 

Results presented at the June 2018 
ACIP meeting..  Preliminary results 

presented in a congressional 
inquiry by FDA Commissioner, 

March , 2018
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Other ongoing efforts

• Linking survey data to assess cohort balance

• Selecting falsification outcomes/negative endpoints 
suggestive of differences in heath seeking behavior

• Double negative controls

• Exploring use of natural experiment/instrumental variables

• Difference in difference approaches

• Quantitative bias analysis
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Using the Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey 
(MCBS) to assess cohort balance

• Since 1991, CMS annually conducts MCBS

– Continuous, multipurpose longitudinal survey of 
representative sample of Medicare population  (about 
15,000 Medicare beneficiaries) 

• Survey provides comprehensive data on access to and 
satisfaction with health care services, daily living activities, 
medical conditions, health care expenditures, health 
insurance, and other health-related topics

• Linkable to Medicare data at beneficiary level



Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey (MCBS) to 
assess cohort balance

References: Izurieta et al, CID 2017; Izurieta et al, Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2019 
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Using falsification outcomes to assess unmeasured confounding 

Reference: Izurieta et al, Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2019 
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Distribution of Health-Seeking Behavior Indicators across Five Cohorts after implementing IPTW 

Covariate 

Cohort 

Product 1  Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 Product 5 

Pre-

IPTW 

Max 

SMD 

Post-

IPTW 

Max 

SMD 

          

Health-Seeking Behavior Indicators 

Cataracts 8.8% 8.8% 8.9% 8.7% 8.8% 0.04 0.01 

Eyelid Disorders 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.02 0.01 

Hemorrhoids 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.01 0.00 

Ingrown Nail 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.0% 0.03 0.01 

Lipomas 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.01 0.00 

UTI 4.4% 4.4% 4.4% 4.5% 4.5% 0.04 0.01 

Wound of Hand 

or Finger 
0.3% 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 0.00 0.00 

 

Abbreviations:  

IPTW, inverse probability of treatment weighted; SMD, Standardized mean differences; UTI, urinary tract infection

Assessing unmeasured confounding:
Health-seeking behavior

Source: Izurieta et al, submitted manuscript 
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Cautionary notes about the role of observational 
approaches vs randomization

“The growth of structured registries and electronic health 
record data have greatly expedited sophisticated comparisons 
of therapies provided in clinical practice settings (i.e., 
observational “real-world” evidence).”

The size/power of the datasets and the sometimes 
compelling results is…”turning the conclusion of “evidence 
from RCTs is needed” into a movement of “RCTs should 
cease.”
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